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A series of studies,were\dorie for the Children*sYTeleyision

target ' to discover the attributes of program material that'nvosV- effect 

* ' i   '   * *

audiencp attention levels and "to develop guidelines.for predicting the

appeal of new material. 
  

The CTW research staff had gathered detailed dat'a on the visual
 
*'.: : ' 


appeal'of,the five pilot shows for '"Phe Electric Coihpany." The sample 


consisted of thirteen second- and third-graders irj a day care center-


at a low-income housing development in New York. Children were observed

t


>

individually as they watched the shows on a television monitor, auu 


record was taken of whether or not they had looked at the screen every
 

7*5 seconds. Competing with the program material for the child's attention,
    . ^~~
. 


. a back-screen slide projector presented new pictures, one after/the 


other, every 7^ seconds. This "distractor technique" is the standard 


procedure used by CTW to measure .visual appeal.
 

j Before the attribute analysis was begun, the raw data collected by 


CIW had to be transformed^ Overall percentage attention figures for each 


'^episode ("bit") were calculated, and these were converted to standard (Z)
 

scores that reflected how far above or bepLow average was the attention to
 
i»
 

that,bit, relative'to the verall atte:itd|on level for,, the show in which
 

at occurred.
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' Study 1;- Intrinsic Attributes.
 

-. . ,
 
  . Following the research procedure first presented in the dissertation,
 

' '. \
 

. "Attributes tes thatthat differentiatedifferentiate boys'boys' from from girls~girls^Tn^ferencesi. l~~tt&fei
 for materials
 
i, 


in the preschool classroom: a systems^design approach,'Shy Langbourne W.
 

Rust, Ed.D., Teachers College, Columbia University,' 1971, the attention 


scores-on each bit were used to discover the attributes that were most 


strongly associated with high and low appeal.
 

Nine-attributes! intrinsic to.the bjlts in which they were found, were 


discovered. Of the/149 bits in the five pilot shows, 133 of them'{89%) 


were denoted by at Least one attribute.definition. 119 bits (80% qf the 


total) had high-appeal or low-appeal'attributes exclusively, and to these 


bits, children's scores were accounted for' successfully ,at a rate of 4.0
 

to 1. ' | ,   - .

  . f';'   -

, " The six higW-appcal attributes; were named: functionally re-levant
 

action, strong rhythm and rhyme, electronic bridges, involving children, 


on-stage correcting of verbal performance, and a "do it One better" theme. 


The full operational specifications of rthese attributes, of course, were 


more Elaborate and precise. The three Ibw-appeal attributes were:
 
* 
 *


comprehensible spoken script, n^ssage monologues, and starting/ending 
. - * 

bits. | .» { . . 

The findings were instituted as guidelines for all future production
 

I
 
at CTW.
 

> 

i In addibion to the positive discoveries,/ a number of attribute.
 

definitions that did' not work out are- of some interest. The duration 

/;
of bits; no/t found to bear any systematic relation to attention
 

levels:/ very /long, bits wetfe npt necessar,ily unappealing. The/ presence 

' '   -

of a musical secure v;as unrelated to attention, las waf tV»e presence ' of , lively
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music. Animation .per se 4ras. neJbffier attractive nor. unattractive. Most 


animated ^its had the attribute ot\functional action, anB these^were 


appealing; but th,e animated bjj;s tha'fc did not* have this quality were not
 \

attended to, and bits that were not animated yet had this attribute jiad
 

^^S * * j*^ * ~ 

consistently highvscoresj The identity of the particular characters in a
 

bit did not.affect children's responses either; it was what they did and
 
' ' v 

how they did it that was important;   . .
 

> j f " 


Study 2; Contextual Attributes and an Integrated Predictive Model
 

The data on which the original analysis'was .based were more fully
 

i .
 
explored in this phase* in an attempt to improve predictive accuracy 'still
 

' -' ' 
 ' J ' ' '

further. The effect o^ a bit's context was investigated and a comprehensive.'


system was developed to integrate both intrinsic and contextual factors
* '' ',»'»
 

to predict appeal.     '.','-.

* ' 
  

It was demonstrated that >the level of (attention given to ong bit is
 
j   -;i I .-. \ '.*; -.
 

related to the level of attention thatj|had peen given to the bitf-Nhat.* . . 
I .- :" : 


preceded . it. Bits with similar scores both higher- or lower-tHan-average,
 
' -% *'!- »'"


- followed each, other 2.6 times as often as did bits with ̂  
dissimilar 

..T'"' 
scores, 

S
 
y


The scores of bits following those with exclusively high- or low-appeal 


attributes.w are consistent wit the** timated context-2.1 times as often
 

as they were inconsistent. There was evidence that the influence of
 

, yisjual attention to one bit "extends /be end the bit'Jjnmedij&tefly following
7
 7 " . i /


    / ''/

/ it/. It was also demonstrated1 that con e xt effects only infiujenced the
 
/ /
 

overall .scores of/bits thati/lasted/ less than one minute > beyond that


length, the intrinsic attimbutes alone « counted best for/*he scores. 
/ -, 

' ' !
 

A general m6del for/ jpredicting the appeal of untested material
 

 

 

 

 

]' ' was developed. /One begins by determinirg the intrinsic attributes
 
/ i- i . v . - .
 

possessed by each bit in a show; then context effects are estimated; and 


finally, the two are integrated to yield a prediction for each bit.
 

i 
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/Following 

/ 
tKe modet that 

  
was ^d^Veloped, 

'' '"» ' 
children's responses 

'' 
.to 

\ 
9A 

  
bits 

  *
 
I ...; '..-. \   v . .   ,'T   ' - " 
were accounted for successfully ,V and to 18', urisupcessfully; *6i ratio 

of 5.2 to i; ' , -;"' " . =-    X - , .. "; ' " 1 « - " ', " *.   '  ' 
   
. ,,   . . » - .   »
 

Study. 3; . Vaj.idation.-of the Original Model, Prediction to t»ew Material


 The model developed in Study 2 was used to- predict-the response's-of' 


a new group of children (N''= 6) to "the material in- shows 6-10 of "The
 

/"   v . i 

Electric Company." The^data for this validity check were collected under,

 * ..*; ' ' 


distractor conditions identical to those-Employed for the firs.t study.
 

' ' j I   ' ' i I     ' ',
 
Predictions were made fdr 88 of a total qf^ 122 bits, and th^ predictions
 

    *f   ' i ' 
  
I   ; 7 : 
 " ' - +


accurate/in 62 cases: p. success ratio of.2.4£o 1. Ch^-j-square, with 2 
were 

'degrees of-frlBedom, is 20.2-.'and is significant at a'level well beyond
 

' ' \ I , * ' ; '/." - . ''-]' 

^p = .001. Considering the very %sraall size of the sample (pi«c children) 


and the consequent high, eifrcr conrponent in the.atte.ntion scoress the 


results -£;er4 veiyencouraging. '
 

.
 i   ' X « : 
.   : 


. ' j i

of with Predictions Based on g
 Comparison Attribute-B<is'ed Predictions ^re-Testin

4 Twenty-three bits had occurecl in .both the pilot -shows and in shows 6

^ - * "   *' ' ' * ' '     
; 10:. It, wafe £hxis/ possible i to predict the response X6f the new sample on the 

  ' * ' /     ' :''".'"*.
 
basis of the 'scorers' obtained previodSsly to the same bits. Predicting


// >, ^ .   " x   : .    *
 
higher-than-average and lower-than-avefcage on this basis, a succes.6 
 
' ' ''..; '-.- '.' * ' 


1.9>"to 1 was achieved. Thijs compares/with the ratio of 2.4 to 1
   ratio of 

' l \ ' '   //.-'-./ -v '
 
attained by the attributejbased mpdfl; In addition to its advantages in
 

/being -able to predict* responses to, tontested material., the attribute model
 

I . ' 

- setpms to predict as well or better//than pretesting does.


 ./ '' r '
 
Modification of the Oriqinal Model
 

The data on children's responses to the new material in shows 6-^.0.
 

* < 


. -
., 

' ' , 5 ' '
 



 .. v.	 r.
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 - offered seme clues for-refining the original attribute-definitions and 


,the predictive model*   ." /   '   J
 

It was*.found tha,t one attribute, Elect;ronic\ Bridges, could be
.     . . ' V   ,
 
eliminated-with*np net logs in predictive power, and that the attribute, 


Starting/Ending Bits, was best redefined to denote only show i|8entifi-


cation material. It was also found advantageous, to treat 
  f 

the first 
. 

bit

  . ; 	   .. ; "


^in each show 	as having a low-attention context,   rather 
; 

than 



treating

j
 

it as if it had no context at> alj. > , <
 
\
 

These three! refinements resulted in a substantial net improvement
 

in accounting far both sets /of data. 
 The- original! model had aiccoyinted
/ ' ' ' ' i '
 
for 73% of the booled data wi±h an accuracy of '3.35 2 _to 1 (x = 60f..1)
 

The refihed moael accounted flor 65% of the feame data at 4.50 to 1 
 

(x2 ,= 71.4). 	 tt accounted even better than th'e original model for the pilot

/ ' ' ' . -
>data: 5.6 to /I versus' 5.2 tp'1. Considering that the/gaiii iri accuracy


' ' . . '^. . / ' '   '
was achieved 	through a simplification of* the or:.ginal/model, r / - vdth , eight
, :

instead of nine attributes, the improvemen^ was a ma/or one..


f;'
 

Study 4:Use by pther Katers
 

Raters were shown/Videotapes -T
 of thje shows .being investigated and were


asked to classify-the/bits in/them
an witl| respect to e ach of the defined
 

attributes. They had been familiarizefe with -the attributes only through
: \f 	    . / '

reading their operational definitions^ Each.definition was evaluated


/ ' '
     
with respect to the consensus between raters as/to which bits possessed
 

the attribute in question and which bits did not.
 

The definitions were evaluated 'and modified twice to improve their

i


reliability. In the final evaluation three groups of four raters viewed
 

and rated the 	material of three shows (each rater viewed one show).
 
i


Average percent agreement .between pairs of raters ranged from 76% to 991
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and averaged 87%,.
 

i The discriminative poweg-edMihe modified attribute definitions when
 
' * . ' \ -' / 
.used by other raters was also checked. One of the attributes was found
 

:'! vi 

to contribute nothing to mothers' t ability to differentiate bits with high
 

appealJEr_oni!jtho_se_with low appeal, so it was eliminated. I With the
'." '. '"" .': : '* | "W- 
r-remaining seven attributes, the classifications by. nine ^ratea of three
 

shows (three raters per show) resulted in 117 ; accurate predictions^ '39 /

I " ^ :: 

inaccurate ones, arid 116 indetermina'te. ' Chi+isquare indiicjated a jevel
''I'-/ 


of discrimination significantly better jbhan < hance. With 2 d.f
 

to which the indeterminate prediction; bits; contributed only 0;.$. 
I. ' i I / : ! .:' f 

i . : j . : ill J 

A comparable s^ampld of/nine raters' vijewed tljie same three shows an^ 
-" / i ;' ; i [ 

made high, _low, andl intermediate/unsure predictions about.chi: 

I , \: 

responses v/itKout reference to any of the defined attributes. These raters 


were :familiar/with the distractfor condition and vith'the response-that
 

was being.-measured. Whilefthey succeeded [in dif: erentiating the bits at
 
|


better than chance levels ' (x^ ± 8.8 with 2 d.f. they differentiated -j
 

L -.«, J L ^ f
the high from the low bits significantly Jess ac<urately than had thos6 
I 

raters who had used the attribute model. / x = 8 l.with i d.f., p <.01. 
m 

\ 
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